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A  CHARACTERIZATION  OF INNER  PRODUCT  SPACES

R.   A.   TAPIA

Abstract. In this paper we define a generalized inner product

on an arbitrary normed linear space and use this generalized inner

product to characterize inner product spaces in the class of all

normed linear spaces. We give a sharp statement of a generalized

Riesz representation theorem for bounded linear functionals. This

theorem should be useful in generalizing the notions of gradient

methods and reproducing kernel spaces.

1. Main result. We first prove the results stated in [12]. Let Jbea

normed linear space and /a functional defined on X. Recall that by the

first right-hand Gâteaux derivative of/ at x in the direction h we mean

(1) fl(x)(h) = lim ra[/<* + th) - f(x)],
<->+0

with the obvious definition for fL(x)(h). When f'+(x)(h)=f'_(x)(h) we say

that/is Gâteaux differentiable at x in the direction h. Letf(x)=l\\x\\2

and (x,y)=f'+(x)(y).

Proposition 1. Every normed linear space is a generalized inner

product space in the sense that

(a) {x, y) is well defined.

(b) \\x\\=(x,xri\

(c) \{x, v)|^||x|| 11/11 (Cauchy-Schwarz-Buniakovsky inequality).

(d) IfX is an inner product space with inner product [x, y], then (x, y) =

[x,y]-

Proof. For x, y e X and r >0 let R(t,y) = t-1(\\x+ty\\-\\x\\). From

Mazur [9, p. 75] we have that

. (i) R(t, y) is nondecreasing in /,    and

{) (ii) -\\y\\=R(t,y)^\\y\\.

It follows that F(7)=lim(^+0 R(t, y) exists. Also

(3)   (x, y) = lim ¿(11* + ty\\ + \x\)xrmr\lx + <y|| - ||x||) = ||x|| T(y).
t->+0 f->+0
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This establishes part (a) of the proposition. Part (c) follows from (3) and

(ii) of (2). The remainder of the proof is straightforward.

Remark. For an interesting result concerning the Cauchy-Schwarz-

Buniakovsky inequality see Zarantonello [14].

Theorem 1.    The following are equivalent:

(a) X is an inner product space.

(b) (x, y) is linear in x.

(c) (x, y) is symmetric.

Proof. Obviously (a) implies (b). Let [x,y]=l(f(x+y)—f(x—y)).
Suppose (b) holds. Given x, y, h e X let g(t)= [x+th,y]. We have

g+(t) = i((x + th + y,h)-(x + th- y, A))

and by linearity g'+(t) = (y,h). Now by McLeod's mean value theorem

for one-sided variations [10] we have g(i)—g(0)=sxg'+(ux)—s2g'+(u2),

where 0<w1,w2<l and 5,1-r-i,2=l- Hence [x+h,y] — [x,y] = {y, h). If we

let x=0, then [y, h] = (y, h). This shows that (b) implies (c) since [x, y]

is symmetric.

In order to show (c) implies (a) we will need the fact that (x,y) is

continuous in y. We have T(yx+yz)=T(yx)+T(y2) (see [9]); hence from

(3) (jc, y) is also subadditive in y. It follows that

(x,y + h)-(x,y) = (x,h)=\\x\\\\h\\.
Also

(x, y) ^(x,y + h) + {x, -h) ^(x,y + h)+ \\x\\ \\h\\ ;

hence — ||jc|| \\h\\ = (x,y+h) — {x,y). Combining these last two statements

we have

\(x,y + h)-(x,y)\< \\x\\\\h\\

which establishes the continuity of (x, y) in y. Now suppose (c) holds.

Then (jc, y) is continuous in both variables. We will show (x, y) is additive

in the second variable. This result is known for two-sided variations.

Consider hx and h2 e X. Given e>0 there exists <5>0 such that

\n(x)(hx + h2) -f'+(x)(hx) -f'+(x)(h2)

- r\f(x + thx + th2) - f(x))

+ r\f(x + thx) -f(x)) + r\f(x + th2) -f(x))\ = 3e

whenever 0 < t < d.
Hence

\f+(x)(hi + K) -f+(x)(hx) -f'+(x)(h2)\

= r1 \f(x + thx + th2) -f(x + thx) -f(x + th2) +f(x)\ + 3e.
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Now using McLeod's mean value theorem [10] we have

\f(x + thx + th2) -fix + thx) -f(x + th2) +f(x)\

= sxt \fi(x + thx + uxth2)(h2) -f'+(x)(h2)\

+ s2t \f+(x + thx + u2th2)(h2) -f+(x)(h2)\

+ s3t i/;(x)(/t2) -fi(x + tu3h2)(h2)\

+ Sit \fi(x)(h2) - f+(x + tUih2)(h2)\ = Ate       (0 = Ui, Si = 1)

if / is sufficiently small. It follows that

[/;(*X*i + K) -f+(x)(hx) -f'+(x)(h2)\ = le.

This shows thatf'+(x)(y) is additive in y. Clearly f'+(x)(ay)=af'+(x)(y) if

a=0. Now, if a<0, then 0=f'+(x)(ay-ay)=f'+(x)(ay)-af'+(x)(y);
hence f'+(x)(y) is linear in y. It follows that (x, y) is a symmetric bounded

bilinear form. Moreover from Proposition 1 it is positive definite. This

proves the theorem.

Remark. It has been pointed out to the author that once the con-

tinuity of (x, y) in y has been demonstrated it is possible to show that (c)

implies (a) using a result due to Alexandroff which says that in any finite-

dimensional normed linear space the points where the unit ball is smooth

form a dense subset of the boundary of the unit ball. However, we prefer

the direct proof given above.

2. Further properties of the generalized inner product. By the second

right-hand Gâteaux derivative off at x in the directions hx and h2 we mean

fl(x)(hx, h2) = lim r\f'+(x + thx)(h2) -f'+(x)(h2)).
¡->+o

Proposition 2.    (x, y) =f'+(0)(x, y).

Proof.   A straightforward use of the definitions allows us to establish

(4) (ax, y) = a2(x, y/a),   for u^O.

Hence, since (x, y) is positively homogeneous iny, it must also be positively

homogeneous in x. Therefore, from the definitions,

<-;'(0)(x, y) = limr\tx, y) = (x, y).
t->+0

Corollary 1. X is an inner product space if and only if the second

right-hand Gâteaux variation off at the origin is linear or symmetric (or

iff is twice Fréchet differentiable at the origin).

We denote the dual of X by X*. Recall that if forxeJ we let/(x:) =

{geX*:\g\ = \x\ and g(x)=\\x\2}, then J:X-*2X' is called the duality

map on X. Recall further the following two definitions given by Cudia in [4].
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Definition 1. The normed linear space X is said to be weakly uni-

formly convex in each direction if given e>0 and g,heX* with ||g|| =

|| h || =1 there exists <5>0 such that

|g(x + jOI>2-d=>|/t(jc-)0|<e

for all x,y with ||x|| = ||_y|| = l.

Definition 2. The normed linear space Xis said to be weakly uniformly

convex if given e>0 and g e X* with ||g|| = 1 there exists <5>0 such that

|g(x + y)|>2-c5=>||x-y|| <e

for all x,y with ||x||=||y||=l.

When we say the norm on X is Gâteaux differentiable we mean at all

points except the origin. We say / is single valued when J(x) is a singleton

set for all x e X.

Theorem 2.    The following are equivalent:

(a) The norm on X is Gâteaux differentiable.

(b) (x, y) is homogeneous in x.

(c) (x, y) is homogeneous in y.

(d) (x, y) is linear in y.

(e) (x,y)=J(x)(y).

(f) J is single valued.

(g) X* is weakly uniformly convex in each direction.

Proof. Cudia [4] has shown that (a)<=>(g). Mazur [9] has shown that

(a)<=>(f). That (a)o(c) follows from the fact thatf'+(x)(y)= -fL(x)(-y).

The identity given in (4) shows that (b)<=>(c). Since a subadditive and

homogeneous functional must be linear, we have that (c)o(d). Now, if

(x, y) is linear in y, then by Proposition 1 (x, ■) e X*, (x, x) = ||x||2 and

II(*» ")ll =11x11 ; hence (x, ■} eJ(x). However (c) clearly holds, therefore (a)

holds which in turn implies that (f) holds. This establishes (d)<=>(e) and

proves the theorem.

Proposition 3. If the norm on X is Gâteaux differentiable and X is

strictly convex, then the following are equivalent:

(a) |<x,.v>| = MI llvll.
(b) x=ay.

Proof. If y^x is such that ||y|| = ||x|| and (x,_y) = ||x|| ||y||, then for

0<c<l

||x||2 = c(x,x) + (l-c)(x,y)

= (x, cx + (1 - c)y) = ||x|| ||cx + (1 - c)y|| < ||xf.

This inequality proves the proposition.
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We now generalize the Riesz representation theorem in terms of the

generalized inner product (x,y). Let /* denote the duality map on X*

and let i denote the canonical or natural embedding of X into its second

dual X**. Perhaps the most general approach is that taken by Golomb

and Tapia [5] where to each ô e X* they associate the subset of X given

by i-Vt(d). Clearly if xâei^J^(ô), then ||xj = ||ä|| and ô(xs) = \\xs\\2.

Kolomy in [7, p. 700] has given a somewhat less general representation

theorem; however neither of these approaches possesses the true flavor

of the Riesz representation theorem, namely both lack a representation of

the form (xâ,y) = ô(y), for all yeX (although both approaches are

certainly related to the representation theorem given below; see also

Aubin [1] and Lumer [8]).

Theorem 3. Suppose X is a Banach space. Then the "Riesz representa-

tion theorem" holds: Given ô e X* there exists xs e Xsuch that

(5) ||xj = ||¿||    and   <x* y) = ô(y),   for all y e X

if and only if X is reflexive with a Gâteaux differentiable norm.

Furthermore x6 is unique (and the mapping ô^-xô is continuous from the

norm topology on X* to the weak topology on X) if and only if X is also

strictly convex.

In addition the mapping ô^-xô is also continuous from the norm topology

on X* to the norm topology on X if and only if X is also weakly uniformly

convex.

Proof. If (5) holds, then (xô,y) is linear in y and by Theorem 2 the

norm on X is necessarily Gâteaux differentiable. Moreover (5) implies

that every functional in X* attains its supremum on the unit sphere in X;

hence by a well-known theorem (Klee [6]) X is necessarily reflexive.

If the norm on X is Gâteaux differentiable, then J is single valued and

i~1Jjf(ô)oi(x)eJ^(ô)<^i(x)(ô)=\\ô\\2 and ||x|| = ||ó||-í=>á(x)=||^||2 and

|[-xr11 ===== 11 <311-=^=i=-jv eJ~1(d). Moreover, since X is reflexive j-1./„(<5) is not

empty. Therefore, if xs eJ-^ô), then ||xj = ||d|| and (xi,y)=J(xi)(y)=

à(y).

Now, xd is unique <=>/* is single valued o/+ is single valued and con-

tinuous from the norm topology on X* to the weak* topology in X**oX

is weakly uniformly convex in each direction <¿>X is strictly convex (since

X is reflexive). Also J* is single valued and continuous from the norm

topology on X* to the norm topology on A'**oA'is weakly uniformly

convex. For details see Cudia [4] and also Golomb and Tapia [5]. This

proves the theorem.

The author would like to thank Dr. James McClellan for suggesting

the proof of the fact that (x,y) is continuous in the j-variable. He also
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Added in proof. Professor Laugwitz has pointed out to the author

that the following papers are also related to the above work : D. Laugwitz

and E. R. Lorch, Riemann metrics associated with convex bodies and

normal spaces, Amer. J. Math. 78 (1956), 889-894. E. R. Lorch, A

curvature study of convex bodies in Banach spaces, Ann. Mat. Pura Appl.

34(1953), 105-112.
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